
Rice
The fertilization of rice
The management of rice paddy fertilization is a very important aspect of cultivation. Knowledge of the characteristics 
and nutrient content of the soil is essential to decide when and how to intervene to avoid excessive vegetative growth 
of the crop. This could expose it to parasitic attacks and algal eutrophication phenomena responsible of an unfavorable 
environment for the cultivation. Unlike other grasses, rice has a considerable need for potassium which must remain 
available throughout the vegetative cycle. Calcium is also of fundamental importance for the crop which needs it in 
quantities similar to those of phosphorus. A key element for rice is nitrogen which has its absorption peak from raising 
to heading. Nitrogen fertilization is strategic for the success of the crop, which requires constant availability of the 
element without, however, excessive peaks that can negatively affect the stability of the plant and its susceptibility to 
diseases.

Pre-seeding fertilization
For pre-sowing fertilization UNIMER recommends the organo-mineral 
fertilizer AZTECO NPK (Ca) 10.5.15 (14) and AZTECO PLUS with the addition 
of zinc, an essential microelement to allow the plant to make the best use of 
nitrogen and which may not be available, particularly in soils with subacid or 
acidic pH. AZTECO meets the initial nitrogen needs of rice and provides a 
good quantity of potassium together with calcium.
In soils with high phosphate availability, the use of FLEXIFERT NK (Ca) 
10.0.20 (12) with zinc and manganese may be useful. The presence of ion 
exchange resins makes the product particularly efficient, considerably 
limiting the losses of nutritional elements due to leaching and volatilization, 
lengthening the release times for a more constant nutritional action.

Coverage fertilization
For cover fertilization, to be carried out at the beginning of the lifting phase, 
SUPER AZOTEK N32 represents the best choice. The product contains sulfur 
and three forms of nitrogen with different release: urea, urea with urease 
inhibitor and organic nitrogen. The product allows the availability of the 
nutrient element to be kept constant and balanced throughout the phase of 
greatest need for the plant.

Organic farming
For the organic fertilization of the paddy fields UNIMER proposes ARMONY 
NPK (Mg-S) 4-8-10 (2-8) organo-mineral fertilizer in pre-sowing and 
ENDURANCE N8 nitrogen organic fertilizer for nitrogen fertilization.
For their production, certified high quality raw materials are used, without 
by-products and derivatives of leather processing, for an effective and safe 
fertilization with the utmost respect for the environment. 
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